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Character List 
 
Mark 
Dee 
Bowsprit 
Soldier 
Merle Thornton 
Ro Bognor 
Elaine 
Bartender 
Deirdre 
Joseph Cornelious Marconi 
Dr Stephen Simpson 
Workers on the Storey Bridge 
Nurse 
Billy 
Mavis 
Bradley 
Karen 
Cathy 
4 Girls 
 
A note on the Bowsprit 
 
In the original production, directed by Fraser Corfield, the bowsprit was played 
effectively by one actor. In the second production, directed by Patrick Mitchell 
with a large ensemble of Griffith University Applied Theatre students, the 
Bowsprit was realised as a chorus. The Bowsprit’s lines were divided up 
appropriately between chorus members. Both approaches seem to work.  
 
Using a chorus accommodates a larger cast, and helps create interesting 
possibilities for creating mood and atmosphere on The Murgo and the places it 
visits in time. In the end, the decision for how best to realise the Bowsprit is up to 
you.  
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SCENE ONE 
 
Darkness. 
 
And then a voice, excited, drunken … 
 
Mark … come on, come on … 
 
Dee … my shoes are getting mud on them. 
 
Mark Come on. 
 
Dee What about the police? 
 
Mark The police? On the river? 
 
Dee Yeah, the water police. 
 
Mark The water police? Bugger the water police. How many times do you get to 
see the city from the water? 
 
Dee Everyday on the city cat. 
 
Mark But this is different. On the city cat, you pay your money and then it’s out of 
your hands. Where’s the fun in that? Where’s the adventure?  
 
Dee You are so smashed! 
 
Mark I do not deny it. But tonight, my matey, we’re the captains of our own 
vessel. 
 
A tight pool of light up on Mark and Dee, struggling with a dingy. 
 
Dee You know people drown all the time in this river. They get drunk, they do 
stupid things like go for a swim, or steal a boat. 
 
But Mark is not listening he’s already jumped into the boat.  
 
Mark Are you coming? 
 
Dee reluctantly climbs aboard. 
 
Mark (drunken, jubilant) Drop the sails! Weigh the anchor! The tides on the 
turn, and we’re off, men! 
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He salutes the stars with his drink. He stumbles backwards, falls on his 
arse. Laughs. 
 
They start to row. 
 
The lights dim on the dinghy. 
 
Nearby, somewhere on the river, the Bowsprit emerges. It is dressed 
nothing like Dee or Mark. It stares straight ahead, into the darkness, 
towards something we cannot see. 
 
Bowsprit …this is the beginning …but it’s not the beginning …in the beginning 
there was an empty land …but it wasn’t empty …this is the beginning …but it’s 
not the beginning …in the beginning there was an empty land …but it wasn’t 
empty …this is the beginning … 
 
… and so on. The bowsprit continues repeating itself but its volume 
decreases till it’s nothing but a whisper. It repeats the lines over and over, 
beneath the following.  
 
The lights rise on the dinghy again. Dee and Mark are relaxed now, drifting 
along the Brisbane River. 
 
Dee Look at the city. Look at those lights. 
 
Mark (dreamy) Sparkly. Like a beautiful tiara. 
 
Dee looks at him strangely. 
 
They drift in silence for a few moments. 
 
Dee I wonder where the Kookaburra Queen is. I’d hate to end up underneath that 
thing. 
 
Mark No it’s too late for that. City cats have stopped by now too. No, it’s just you, 
me, and the river. 
 
They drink, drift in silence. 
 
Dee What’s that smell, the mangroves? 
 
Mark No, that was me, sorry mate, I couldn’t hold it in. Does it stink? 
 
Mark smells his fart. 
 
Mark Yeah, that’s putrid. 
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Dee The other day I was waiting for the City Cat and I saw a dolphin in the river. 
At the Riverside stop. Unbelievable, in the middle of the city, in the middle of the 
day, people are going about their business and there’s a dolphin.  
 
Mark There are sharks too. Bull sharks. They like the murk. Be careful where you 
dangle your hands. 
 
Dee Dolphins can kick a shark’s arse. 
 
Mark No way, sharks eat dolphins. 
 
Dee No, dolphins ram sharks and stun them. 
 
Mark That’s crap. If there are dolphins there are sharks and the sharks will eat 
the dolphins. They particularly like baby dolphins. Nice and tender like sushi. 
 
Dee You suck. 
 
Mark No, you suck.  
 
Dee No, you suck more. 
 
Mark You suck dead dolphin’s balls. 
 
Dee Dolphins don’t have balls, do they? 
 
Mark (he’s heard something) Ssh …listen. 
 
They listen. 
 
Dee What, is it a shark killing a dolphin? 
 
Mark I’m serious, listen. There’s something … 
 
They listen. 
 
Lights rise on the Bowsprit. 
 
Bowsprit (almost a whisper) …this is the beginning …but it’s not the beginning 
…in the beginning there was an empty land …but it wasn’t empty …this is the 
beginning …but it’s not the beginning …in the beginning there was an empty land 
…but it wasn’t empty …this is the beginning … (and so on) 
 
Dee It’s the cops! 
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Mark Shit, okay, paddle! 
 
They start to paddle, trying to get back to shore, but the convict ship, The 
Murgo is almost upon them now. 
 
Bowsprit (louder now) …this is the beginning …but it’s not the beginning …in 
the beginning there was an empty land …but it wasn’t empty …this is the 
beginning …but it’s not the beginning …in the beginning there was an empty land 
…but it wasn’t empty …this is the beginning … 
 
The Murgo is in full light now. It’s an horrific sight, all ravaged and torn 
sails and rotten wood from an eternity at sea. 
 
Dee turns and finally sees The Murgo. 
 
Dee (stunned) What is that? 
 
Mark turns and is equally stunned. 
 
Bowsprit (louder, maniacal) …this is the beginning …but it’s not the beginning 
…in the beginning there was an empty land …but it wasn’t empty …this is the 
beginning …but it’s not the beginning …in the beginning there was an empty land 
…but it wasn’t empty …this is the beginning … 
 
The stage is plunged into darkness. 
 
 
 
SCENE TWO 
 
Darkness. 
 
Silence. 
 
Then the creaking of a ship. 
 
The sounds of human misery. 
 
When the lights rise we are inside the lower decks of The Murgo. Upstage, 
shapes shift and twist in the shadows. Then we see the shadow of a person 
chained to a wall, face first. A soldier emerges from the gloom, whip in 
hand. 
 
With casual precision the soldier starts to whip the person, counting with 
each stroke. 
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Soldier One …two …three …four …five (and so on) 
 
Mark and Dee are thrown onto stage. They fall to the floor, and as they pick 
themselves up they see the whipping. 
 
Soldier eleven …twelve …thirteen …fourteen …fifteen. 
 
The Bowsprit addresses them. 
 
Bowsprit Witness how we deal with escapees on The Murgo. Attempt to flee 
again and you will be flogged till there’s not a shred of skin on your back. 
 
They all watch the flogging for a few moments. 
 
Soldier twenty-one …twenty-two …twenty-three… 
 
Dee cautiously approaches the Bowsprit. 
 
Dee I think there’s been some kind of mistake here… 
 
Bowsprit No mistakes on The Murgo! 
 
Mark now approaches. 
 
Mark Look, I don’t know what’s going on here... 
 
He notions to the whipping. 
 
Soldier thirty …thirty-one … 
 
Mark …I don’t know sort of …business you’re running here, but me and my 
friend would like to get off. 
 
Bowsprit You’ll get off with the other old lags when we reach the penal colony of 
Brisbane, and there you will be put to work. 
 
Dee and Mark exchange glances. 
 
Dee Is this one of those fantasy cruises? How to host a murder type thing? 
 
Bowsprit Silence! You’re on the convict transport Murgo, bound for Brisbane. 
May God have mercy upon your souls. 
 
Soldier thirty-nine …forty …forty-one …forty-two … 
 
Mark (to Dee) Let’s blow … 
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They start to exit. 
 
But then the stage starts to hum, vibrate. The lights begin to flicker. 
 
The Bowsprit forgets about Dee and Mark and shifts its attention to the 
noise and the lights.  
 
Bowsprit The wind. It’s changing. All hands on deck. All hands on deck. 
 
Mark What’s going on? 
 
Bowsprit Take hold of something. We’re coming about. ALL HANDS ON DECK. 
 
The noise grows to a deafening level. The ship becomes a scene of 
frenzied activity as dark figures move this way and that in preparation for 
some approaching catastrophe. Mark and Dee grab whatever they can and 
hold on.  
 
Bowsprit (bellowing) Secure the bottom decks. Make sure all prisoners are 
locked away. All hands on deck. All hands on deck. 
 
Again the stage is plunged into darkness. 
 
 
 
 
 
SCENE THREE 
 
A short time later. All is calm on the deck of The Murgo. 
 
The Bowsprit is peering off into the gloom, trying to locate their position. 
Behind the Bowsprit is Mark and Dee, completely at a loss as to what is 
going on. 
 
Bowsprit (quietly, nervously) …this is the beginning …but it’s not the beginning 
…in the beginning there was an empty land …but it wasn’t empty …this is the 
beginning …but it’s not the beginning …in the beginning there was an empty land 
…but it wasn’t empty …this is the beginning … (pause) Where? When? Give me 
a bearing. No stars. No lighthouse. Give me a sign. 
 
The Bowsprit pauses, thinks. 
 
Bowsprit You are not convicts? 
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